
 

In this doc, we cover all the steps and resources you need to successfully set-up your 
Salesforce and Mixmax integration. We’ve provided extra resources for you at the end, but don’t 
hesitate to reach out whenever you need anything! 
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Configuration 
 

Integration Requirements 
To connect your Mixmax workspace to Salesforce using the Salesforce API, your users will need 
Growth or Enterprise Mixmax licenses.  
 
Note that to connect to the Salesforce API, your Salesforce Edition must include API access. 
The following Salesforce additions include API Access as a default: 
 
➔ Enterprise Edition 
➔ Unlimited Edition 
➔ Developer Edition 
➔ Performance Edition 

 
Users with Professional, Essential, or Force.com accounts will need an API Access add-on in 
order to integrate. Mixmax does not require any custom objects or custom fields in order to 
connect to the Salesforce API. 
 
 

Connecting Mixmax to Salesforce 
To leverage the full functionality of the Mixmax + Salesforce integration, you would need to 
connect directly to Salesforce API. Here's what to expect when connecting to Salesforce API: 
 

● Log outbound emails to Salesforce 
● Log recipients' opens, clicks, downloads, replies, and meeting confirmations to 

Salesforce 
● Log calendar events and inbound emails to Salesforce 
● See, edit, and create Salesforce records in Gmail using the Salesforce sidebar 
● Create a task in Salesforce using the Salesforce sidebar 
● Use Salesforce fields as variables in your Mixmax templates 

 
Authorization 
In order to access and use the Mixmax Salesforce API Sync, individual users will need the 
following authorizations in Salesforce: 
 

● Ability to create, edit, and read objects that Mixmax syncs data to, including Accounts, 
Contacts, Events, Leads, Opportunities, and Tasks.  

● Ability to read and edit any fields that individual users will sync Mixmax data back to.  
● Ability to view lists of Contacts, Leads, Accounts, and Opportunities 

○ Learn more about Salesforce object permissions here 
○ Learn more about Salesforce field permissions here 

 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=users_profiles_object_perms.htm&type=5
https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=users_profiles_field_perms.htm&type=5


 

Connecting Salesforce 
To connect to your Salesforce API, go to your Mixmax Integrations page, find the Salesforce tab 
and click on Connect to Salesforce.  You'll be prompted to log in to Salesforce.  

 
 
Each user in your workspace will need to integrate directly to Salesforce API in order to integrate 
Mixmax. 
 
If you’re unable to connect to Salesforce API, you can still sync outgoing emails to existing 
Leads and Contacts by setting up Auto-BCC to Salesforce. 

 
Managing your Mixmax + Salesforce Integration 
Workspace admins can manage their Salesforce settings for each Role. If you are not part of a 
Workgroup or your admin enables users to manage their own settings, you can manage your 
Salesforce settings under the CRM & Live Feed Settings in your Mixmax dashboard. 
 
 
For Workspace Admins 
As an admin, here’s how to specify your Salesforce settings for each role: 

● Go to the Members and Billing page in the Mixmax web app.  
● If you're an admin for the Workspace, you will see some tabs on this page. Click the 

Roles tab.  
● Select the Role you'd like to configure in the left panel 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/integrations
https://success.mixmax.com/article/49-connect-to-salesforce#bcc
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling


 

● Click Salesforce, as in the screenshot below and adjust as you'd like: 

 
 

● Changes you make on this page will automatically save for any Workspace Group 
member who is assigned the Role. Any admin on the Workspace can edit the Salesforce 
sync settings that the Role will use. 

 
Workspace admins also control the Salesforce fields that show up in your Mixmax sidebar. By 
default, all required fields will be selected. Any field that is checked will show in the sidebar for 
all Workspace members using the Role. You'll see the list of fields if you scroll down on this 
page. 
 
By default, the settings you select for each role cannot be adjusted by the individuals within the 
role. If you'd like users in the role to set and adjust their own settings, select the checkbox at the 
top of this view that says Individuals in this role manage their own Salesforce settings. 

 



 

 
 
As an account admin, on the Enterprise and Growth plans you also have the ability to set up real 
time Salesforce syncing from the integrations page.  You can learn more about setting this up 
here. 
 
For Workspace members 
As a member of a Workspace, your Salesforce settings will be determined by your Workspace 
admin. You would need to reach out to your Workspace admins for any changes needed. 
 
For users not part of a Workspace 
If you have an individual subscription you will be able to set your own settings under the CRM 
and Live Feed settings in your Mixmax dashboard.  

 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration


 

 
 
Salesforce User Permissions + Mixmax Roles 
Roles are a way for Workspace admins to create settings policies for subsets of users in the 
Workspace.  A user's role defines several things, including Salesforce Sync settings. You can 
access your Workspace’s Salesforce Role settings by going into your Members & Billing 
settings. Roles contain the following SFDC Sync setting options: 

 
 

● When Composing a Message 
○ ‘Prompt me to create a new lead or contact for records that do not exist in 

Salesforce’: When checked, admins are toggling on Mixmax Autocreate. 
Autocreate allows Workspace Admins to prompt individual users to add 
unknown recipients as leads or contacts records to Salesforce before emails are 
sent to the recipient.  

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling


 

■ Admins can then determine if they’d require individual users to log new 
records as only leads, only contacts, or give their users the option to 
choose between record types 

 
● Log these activities to Salesforce 

○ Mixmax allows logging to Salesforce of the following email activities: 
■ When an email is ‘Sent’, ‘Opened’, or ‘Replied’ 
■ When a recipient ‘Clicks’ or ‘Downloads’ any tracked links or files 
■ Any ‘Confirmed Meetings’ booked on the user’s primary Google Calendar 
■ Mixmax Tasks created as part of a sequence, through Mixmax Sidebar, or 

in the tasks window of the Mixmax web app can be synced as task 
activities within Salesforce if enabled. 

○ Workspace admins can determine which, if any, combination of these metrics are 
relevant to sync back to Salesforce and toggle off syncing for any activity they 
deem unnecessary 

○ ‘For Opens, Clicks, and Downloads, only sync the first activity’: When toggled on, 
this feature ensures that only the first occurrence of any activity type is logged to 
Salesforce on individual messages. 

 
● Log to these related objects in Salesforce 

○ Standard Objects 
If selected, in addition to syncing to Leads and Contacts, Mixmax will also log to 
the related Accounts or Opportunities. 

■ For Opportunities 
● ‘Only sync to Opportunities when I’m the owner’: Only sync 

Mixmax activity back to the opportunity object in Salesforce if the 
individual is the Opportunity owner.  

● ‘Sync to all Opportunities associated with the Account I’m 
emailing’: Allow activity to sync back to all opportunities 
associated with the account that the emailed contact is 
associated with. If left unchecked, Mixmax activity will only sync 
to opportunities if the recipient is listed as a contact on the 
opportunity object.  

● ‘Sync to Opportunities that are closed’: When checked, Mixmax 
activity will appear on any closed opportunities associated with 
the recipient in Salesforce. 

○ Custom Objects 
If selected, Mixmax will log to related Custom Objects that are configured and 
added here.   

 
● Advanced 

○ ‘Run default assignment rule when leads or accounts are created or updated’: For 
sales teams with default lead assignment rules, toggle on or off the ability to 

 



 

update lead owner assignments when changes are made to leads, contacts, or 
accounts through Mixmax Sidebar or Rules.  
 

● Salesforce Field Settings 
○ ‘Get Latest Fields’: Salesforce fields are updated daily. You can use the ‘Update 

Salesforce Fields’ if your organization makes changes to fields that you need to 
see in the platform more immediately.  

○ ‘Visible Fields’: Use the pick lists to determine which Salesforce fields will display 
across Mixmax for various Salesforce objects.  

 
Workspace admins can create multiple roles, each with a customizable name; each role can 
have its own separate Salesforce sync settings. When the option is selected, individual users 
can also manage their own CRM settings through the ‘CRM & Team Live Feed’ settings page. 
 
In the top section of any role, Workspace admins can monitor the Salesforce syncing activity of 
any given Role. Read more about monitoring your Salesforce integration in the ‘Monitoring your 
Salesforce Integration’ section of this document.   
 
On the Settings page, you can specify a default role for your Workspace to ensure that all new 
users added to the workspace will have default Salesforce sync settings applied. 
 

 
Connecting and testing in Salesforce Sandbox 
Mixmax allows you to connect a Salesforce Sandbox environment for testing purposes prior to 
deploying the integration in production. 
 
Which user to connect 
Prior to connecting a user, it is important to understand which of the below use cases apply to 
your organization. 
 

● Use case 1 
Your organization has no previous active sync between Mixmax and your production  
Salesforce instance. 

 
In this case, you are likely connecting to the Salesforce sandbox to test the integration  
prior to deploying the integration to a larger user base.  With no current sync active, you  
are free to connect any individual user(s) to the Sandbox for testing. 

 
● Use case 2 

You have an existing Salesforce sync user setup in Mixmax 
 
Ensure the test user is NOT your current Salesforce Sync User.  To do so, have your  

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration


 

current Mixmax organizational administrator go to the Integrations Menu within their  
Members and Billing section. You will then see who your organization’s current  
Salesforce Sync User is here: 

 
 

Once confirmed that the user connecting to the Sandbox is not your active Salesforce  
Sync user, connect them via the steps below. 

 
 
Connecting to a Sandbox 
To connect to a Salesforce Sandbox, go to your Integration Settings in Mixmax.  

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling/integrations
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling/integrations
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/integrations


 

 
 

● First, make sure you click on Disconnect Salesforce if connected 
● Then click the checkbox to enable the Sandbox connection.  
● Once the Salesforce Sandbox checkbox is checked, click the Connect to Salesforce 

button, authenticate to your Salesforce Sandbox and you’re good to go!   
● In the case of multiple Sandbox accounts, the username which you are logged into 

Mixmax will connect to whichever Salesforce Sandbox it is associated with. 
 
 
Now that you are connected 
Mixmax will now sync all actions to your Salesforce Sandbox just as it would to your production 
instance.  Please read our documentation on the types of sync which can be setup and how they 
function now that you are connected. 
 

● Using a Salesforce Sync User (ideal if you are making large amounts of API calls) 
 

● Using Salesforce Real Time Sync (to ensure changes from Salesforce are syncing to 
Mixmax in real time) 

 
Based on which events you select to sync to Salesforce in your CRM & Team Live Feed settings, 
you will see the following behavior in your newly connected Salesforce Sandbox for users who 
have the sync enabled. 
 
For messages sent individually: 

● New messages are marked as "Sent (New): {subject line}" 
● Opens are marked as "Opened: {subject line}" 
● Clicks are marked as "Clicked: {subject line}" 

 

https://success.mixmax.com/article/249-designate-your-organizations-salesforce-super-user
https://success.mixmax.com/article/307-salesforce-real-time-sync
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration


 

● Downloads are marked as "Downloaded: {subject line}" 
● Replies from recipients are marked as "Replied: {subject line}" 
● Replies you send to a chain are marked as "Sent (Reply): {subject line}" 
● Meeting confirmations are marked as "Meeting Confirmed: {Meeting title}" 

 
For messages sent as part of a Sequence: 

● New messages are marked as "Sent [Sequence name (# stage)]: {subject 
line}" 

● Opens are marked as "Opened [Sequence name (# stage)]: {subject line}" 
● Clicks are marked as "Clicked [Sequence name (# stage)]: {subject line}" 
● Downloads are marked as "Downloaded [Sequence name (# stage)]: {subject 

line}" 
● Replies from recipients are marked as "Replied [Sequence name (# stage)]: 

{subject line}" 
● Replies you send to a chain are marked as "Reply [Sequence name (# stage)]: 

{subject line} 
● Meeting confirmations are marked as "Meeting Confirmed: {subject line}" 

 
 

Connecting to your live Salesforce when done testing 
When done testing, you’ll need to disconnect from the Sandbox by going back to the 
integrations page and clicking the disconnect button for the Salesforce integration. Once you’re 
disconnected, you’ll want to first clear the checkbox next to “Use a Salesforce Sandbox”, then 
click connect again to connect to your production Salesforce deployment. After a successful 
connection, you’re off to the races! 
 
 
 

Syncing between Between Mixmax and Salesforce 
 
Syncing Methods 
Once you connect Salesforce to Mixmax, Salesforce updates sync to Mixmax using one of two 
methods: Interval syncing (default) and Real-Time syncing (requires additional setup). 
 
Please note when initially connecting: 
The initial sync is generally the most intensive Salesforce bulk API quota event.  This is because 
Mixmax performs a preliminary state audit of your Salesforce instance; and this process will be 
more costly than day to day bulk API quota usage after you are up and running. 

 
The only other instance where bulk quota would be higher than normal would be when Mixmax 
requires a secondary state audit due to detecting an inconsistency.  For example if Mixmax 
attempts to update a contact record, and the contact is flagged as being previously unknown to 

 



 

Mixmax, that could be indicative of an issue.  Our system will flag this as an inconsistency and 
will try to re-audit the state as a best practice.   
 
Interval Syncing 
When you first connect Salesforce to Mixmax, by default, Salesforce updates will sync to 
Mixmax using Interval syncing. 
 

● Syncing Frequency 
With Interval Syncing, Mixmax uses bulk API calls to sync changes from Salesforce  
every 30 minutes. As an example, when a new contact record is created within  
Salesforce, it may take up to 30 minutes before that new record syncs to Mixmax. 
 

● Required Setup 
No additional setup is required for Interval Syncing. To get started with Interval Syncing,  
simply connect Salesforce to Mixmax 

 
● What to expect with Interval Syncing 

With Interval Syncing, you should expect delays for Salesforce updates to reflect in  
Mixmax. Changes in your Salesforce database may take up to 30 minutes to appear in  
Mixmax. This may affect: 

○ Newly created records in Salesforce (contacts, leads, opportunities, accounts, 
tasks) 

○ Updated record fields 
○ Adding recently created leads or contacts to Sequences 
○ Delays when using Salesforce variables for recently created or updated record 

fields 
 

To avoid possible delays that come with Interval Syncing, you may try the Salesforce  
Real-Time syncing option below. 

 
 
Real-Time Syncing 
The Mixmax’s Salesforce Real-Time Sync (MX-RTS) from the Salesforce package is built to get 
all your necessary updates into Mixmax in real time. This means that the package only is 
handling traffic from Salesforce to Mixmax and not the other way around. MX-RTS benefits 
customers as it does not utilize API quota for its applicable portion of the bi-directional sync. 
API quota will only be used by individual users syncing their changes from Mixmax to 
Salesforce (i.e. updating records). 
 

● Syncing frequency 
When you enable real-time Salesforce syncing, Mixmax will immediately become aware  
of changes to your Salesforce instance. Here are some examples of situations where  
real-time syncing will really make a difference: 

 



 

○ If you create Leads or Contacts in Salesforce in bulk, your team will see those 
records right away in the Mixmax sidebar in Gmail. 

○ If you’re using Salesforce rules, for example, to send a sequence to new Leads 
who sign up for a webinar, your rule will run and the sequence will send as soon 
as the Lead is created. 

○ Tasks created in Salesforce will appear in Mixmax in near real time. 
 

● How it works 
○ Apex based 

The Mixmax’s Salesforce Real-Time sync is purely Salesforce Apex based and 
consists of minimal Apex code to  

ensure that there is negligible contribution to your Salesforce Apex code limit. 
The lion’s share of the package is Apex triggers with a smattering of a few Apex  
classes which receive the data from the triggers to send to Mixmax. 

 
○ Apex triggers on updates 

Salesforce Real-Time sync uses the triggers to identify whenever a change has 
been made to an  

Account, Contact, Event, Lead, Opportunity, Task or User. These triggers fire after  
the resource has been updated. 
 

○ Sending information to Mixmax 
Each trigger sends the update to one of the few Salesforce Real-Time sync Apex  
classes to then  
send that information on to Mixmax. 

 
○ What does this mean for my API quota? 

The Salesforce Real-Time sync package uses zero of your Salesforce API quota. 
 

○ Example: Updating a lead in Salesforce triggering a rule in Mixmax 
Let’s look at an example of how updating a lead in Salesforce would trigger a rule  
in Mixmax that would add that lead to a Sequence. 

 



 

 
 

● Required setup 
○ Prerequisites 

■ You and your team will need the Mixmax Enterprise or Growth plan. 
Interested in one of these plans? Contact sales. 

■ Select a designated Salesforce Super User. 
■ Your Salesforce plan must support Force.com Apex. This is available on 

Salesforce Enterprise Edition. 
 

○ Installation Steps 
■ Go to the  Members & Billing Integrations page and click the link for 

Official Mixmax Package. 
■ You’ll see a page that looks like the image below. Choose Install for All 

Users, and click Install. 

 

mailto:sales@mixmax.com
https://success.mixmax.com/article/249-designate-your-organizations-salesforce-super-user
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling/integrations


 

 
 

■ Approve Third-Party Access. This allows Salesforce to send data directly 
to Mixmax. 

 
 
 

■ Next, you will see this success page: 

 



 

 
 

■ Click Done and you will be brought to the Installed Packages page. 

 
 

■ After that, you need to update the Mixmax Custom Setting in Salesforce 
with your Mixmax Workspace API Token. 

 

 



 

a. Go to your Members & Billing page, and click Integrations. Once 
you select your Salesforce superuser, you will see your Mixmax 
Token. 

b. Copy this token onto your clipboard and go back to Salesforce. In 
Setup, search for Custom Settings. 

 
 

c. Click Manage next to Mixmax Setting. 

 
 

d. Click New at the top of the page to update your Mixmax Settings: 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling/integrations
https://success.mixmax.com/article/249-designate-your-organizations-salesforce-super-user
https://success.mixmax.com/article/249-designate-your-organizations-salesforce-super-user


 

 
 

e. Paste the token into the field Mixmax Token and click Save. 

 
 

f. You should see the token saved. As long as you continue to have a 
Salesforce Super User and this token set, Salesforce Realtime will 
be working. No more setup required! 

 
 

 



 

○ Disabling Mixmax Real-Time sync 
There are two ways to disabled Real-Time Sync: 

 
1. You can revoke your API token in the Mixmax Members & Billing 

Integrations Page by clicking the button shown here: 

 
 

-- or -- 
 

2. Uninstall the Mixmax package directly from Salesforce. Info on how to do 
that can be found here 

 
 

● What to expect with Real-Time sync 
Prior to installing the real time sync package in either your production or sandbox 
environment, it's important to know the following information: 
 

○ The initial sync is generally the most intensive Salesforce bulk API quota event. 
This is because Mixmax performs a preliminary state audit of your Salesforce 
instance; and this process will be more costly than day to day bulk API quota 
usage after you are up and running 

 
○ The only other instance where bulk quota would be higher than normal would be 

when Mixmax requires a secondary state audit due to detecting an 
inconsistency.  For example if Mixmax attempts to update a contact record, and 
the contact is flagged as being previously unknown to Mixmax, that could be 
indicative of an issue.  Our system will flag this as an inconsistency and will try to 
re-audit the state as a best practice.   

 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling/integrations
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling/integrations
https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.packagingGuide.meta/packagingGuide/packaging_uninstall.htm


 

○ When testing what this looks like in sandbox, we know oftentimes our customers 
may have multiple applications being tested at once.  To get the most accurate 
representation of what the initial real time sync bulk API usage will look like, we 
recommend limiting as much as possible other concurrent experimental 
packages that are running in your sandbox at the time of the test. 

 
 
Updating Records 
With Salesforce connected to Mixmax, you have the ability to update Salesforce records 
manually using the Mixmax Sidebar. Additionally, you can use an automated workflow to update 
Salesforce records using Mixmax Rules. 
 
Updating via Mixmax Sidebar 

● Using the Mixmax Sidebar, under the People section, you can bring up a Salesforcce 
record related to an existing lead or contact by typing the lead or contact’s email 
address in the search box.  

 
 

 



 

● Once the lead or contact record displays, simply click on the Salesforce tab to Edit the 
related Account, Contact, or Opportunity record. 

 
 
Updating via Mixmax Rules 
With Mixmax Rules, you can automatically update Salesforce records depending on certain 
triggers. As an example, you can update a lead record’s status depending on your interactions 
with them such as when they reply to a sequence message or book a meeting with you. 
 
In the example below, we want to update a lead’s status to Working - Contacted when they book 
a meeting. 
 

● Head to your Rules page in the dashboard and click on + New Rule 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/rules/all


 

● For your rule’s trigger, select Meeting  - then select My meeting is confirmed 

 
 

● Next, select an optional filter. Here, we’ll filter on a specific meeting template, so that the 
rule will only activate when you receive a confirmation for a specific meeting type 

 
● Next, select Salesforce for your rule action, then select Update the related lead on the 

next screen and hit Continue 

 

 



 

● In the next window, search for the Status field and click on Add field 

 
 

● Finally, on the next window, select Working - Contacted under Status, and click on 
Activate & Close to turn on your rule 

 
 

Creating Records 
With Salesforce connected, you can use Mixmax to create Salesforce records. You can create 
Salesforce records manually in Gmail using Salesforce Auto-Create or the Mixmax Sidebar. 
Additionally, you can have Mixmax automatically create Salesforce records using Mixmax Rules 
or Sequences. 
 
Creating Records via Salesforce Auto-Create in Gmail 
With the Salesforce Auto-Create feature, you can automatically create a new Salesforce Lead or 
Contact if you email recipients that do not have an associated Salesforce record. This feature is 
available on the Growth and Enterprise plans. 
 

● How to enable: 
To enable this feature, go to your CRM and Team Live Feed settings, then place a  

 

https://mixmax.com/pricing/
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration


 

checkmark next to Prompt me to create leads or contacts for records that do not 
exist in Salesforce. 

 
You can also restrict users to only creating Leads, only creating Contacts, or having the  
option to do either. 

 
 

● How to use: 
Once this feature is enabled, you will be prompted to create a new Salesforce Lead or  
Contact if you attempt to send an email to a recipient who does not have an SF record. 

 
 
Upon clicking Send you will be given the following options: 

 
○ Lead - Use this option to create a new Salesforce Lead for your recipient. 

Fields displayed here are based on your CRM and Team Live Feed 
settings.  Required fields are denoted by an asterisk.  Click the Create 
Record and send button when you're finished.  

 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration


 

○ Contact - Use this option to create a new Salesforce Contact for your 
recipient. Fields displayed here are based on your CRM and Team Live 
Feed settings.  Required fields are denoted by an asterisk.  Click the 
Create Record and send button when you're finished.  

 
○ Never create a record for this address - Select this option if you never 

want to create a Contact or Lead for this recipient. The next time you try 
to send an email to this recipient, you will not be prompted to create a 
Contact or Lead.  

 
○ Send email without creating records - Your email will be sent without 

creating a Salesforce Contact or Lead for the recipient.  The next time you 
email the recipient, the auto-create dialog will appear again. 

 
○ Back - Return to the compose window to continue editing your email. 

 
● Sending to Multiple Recipients 

If you have multiple recipients in the To: field, you will be able to create a new 
Lead or Contact for each recipient individually. In addition to the options above, 
you will also have the option to skip a recipient. This is useful if you do not want 
to create a Lead or Contact for specific recipients. Clicking the Send email 
without creating records button  will skip creating a Lead or Contact for all 
recipients.  

 
Creating Records via Mixmax Sidebar 
With the Mixmax Sidebar, you can create a new Salesforce record for a person you’re  
currently viewing who does not yet exist in Salesforce. The Mixmax Gmail Sidebar allows  
you to create a Contact, Lead, Opportunity, Task, or Account record. 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration


 

 
 
Simply click on the record you’d like to create to add them into Salesforce. Check out this video 
for more detailed instructions. 
 
Creating Records via Rules 
With Mixmax Rules, you can automatically create Salesforce records depending on certain 
triggers. For example, you can create a Salesforce Opportunity when a lead shows interest by 
responding to your email. In the example below, we want to create a Salesforce Opportunity 
when a lead replies to our sequence email: 
 

1. Head over to your Rules dashboard and click on + New Rule 
2. For your rule’s trigger, select Email - then select I receive an email 

 

https://youtu.be/cATNqYy1eQc
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/rules/all


 

 
 

3. Next, we’ll filter the rule on Is a reply to a sequence 

 
 

4. For our rule action, we’ll select Salesforce, then Create an Opportunity and press 
Continue 

 



 

 
 

5. On the next screen, fill out the required fields for the Opportunity and click on 
Activate & Close 
 

 
 
Creating Records via Sequences 
Mixmax can automatically create new Leads or Contacts directly from a Sequence. When 
enabled, once a recipient is added to a Sequence, they will also be added to Salesforce if the 
Lead or Contact doesn't already exist. 
 

● How to enable 
To enable this feature, you would first go to your Sequence’s Advanced Settings, then 
check the box for Add new records for emails that don’t exist. Then add your Salesforce 
required fields as variables on the Add recipients table. 

 
○ Sequence Advanced Settings 

On the Sequence Settings page, click on Advanced Settings, then under Add new 
records for emails that don't exist, select Salesforce, then select Contact OR 

 



 

Lead. 

 
 

Click on Done once you're done setting up your Sequence 
 

○ Add Salesforce required fields as variables 
IMPORTANT: In order for a Lead or Contact to be created from a Sequence, all the 
required fields in Salesforce must be added to the Sequence as variables. The 
variable names must match the Salesforce field labels. 

 
Once the Sequence is created, click on Add People 

 
On the Add recipient screen, click on the + sign to add your variable columns for 
each required field in Salesforce 

 



 

 
 
Once you're done adding your recipients and variables, click on Next: Edit stages 
then Confirm & Activate. 
 
Note: When uploading a CSV to add recipients, please ensure that your CSV file 
contains columns filled with a value for each of the required Salesforce fields. The 
value in those columns will be needed to create the lead or contact - even if it is 
not used as a variable in your sequence. 

 
 
Salesforce Objects that sync with Mixmax 
Natively, Mixmax syncs activities back to the following objects in Salesforce: 
 

● Lead: We fully integrate with almost all aspects of the lead object, including statuses 
and associated activity. Users can also create new lead objects from Mixmax Autocreate 
and Rules.  
 

● Contacts: We fully integrate with almost all aspects of contacts, including statuses and 
account assignments. Users can also create new contact objects and associate them 
with accounts through Mixmax Autocreate and Rules.  
 

● Accounts:  Mixmax allows individual users to sync activity back to account associated 
with contacts they are corresponding with. Users can also update account information 
when connecting with related contacts as well as view account information in Mixmax 
sidebar.  
   

 



 

● Opportunity: Mixmax allows users to sync activity back to the opportunity record 
associated with a contact they are emailing. Users can also access opportunity 
information in the Mixmax Sidebar to be fully informed when corresponding with 
contacts with active opportunities.  
 

● Event: Meetings booked on the user’s primary Google Calendar that are associated with 
a Lead or a Contact in Salesforce will sync to the associated Lead/Contact in Salesforce 
and to the user’s Salesforce calendar.  
 

● Task: View all completed Mixmax and Linkedin tasks in Salesforce for complete and 
thorough reporting 

 
Salesforce Custom Objects 
In addition to the supported Salesforce Objects above, Mixmax allows you to integrate your 
Salesforce Custom Objects and sync Mixmax activities to them 
 
Setting up Custom Objects in Salesforce 
The first step of using Salesforce Custom objects in Mixmax is to set up some custom objects 
in Salesforce.  
 
As a Salesforce Administrator, you can use the following instructions to setup a custom object 
in Salesforce: 
 

● Salesforce Classic 
● Salesforce Lightning 

 
Here are considerations to keep in mind when when configuring Custom Objects in Salesforce: 
 

● Mixmax requires the Allow Activities optional feature to be enabled on your custom 
object.  This allows Mixmax to sync activity to the object. 

 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=dev_objectcreate_task.htm&type=5
http://v/


 

 
 

● Custom objects must have at least one field that associates the custom object with your 
Mixmax email recipients. You can find more information on adding fields to objects here. 
 
Mixmax Custom Object syncing requires one of the following fields: 
 

○ Lookup Relationship (Lead) 
○ Lookup Relationship (Contact) 
○ Lookup Relationship (Account) 
○ Lookup Relationship (Opportunity) 

 
● Salesforce users should have permission to view the custom object and create, edit, and 

delete the tasks they've created. 
 

Setting up Custom Objects in Mixmax 
 

1. In the Mixmax Dashboard, go to Members & Billing and then click the Integrations tab (Or 
click here) 

 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?err=1&id=adding_fields.htm&type=5
https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling/integrations


 

 
 

2. Click Add Custom Object 

 
 

 



 

3. In the pop-up, select the custom object you want to configure for syncing 

 
 

4. Click Add relationship field.  This is where you will select a field you want to use to 
associate your email recipients to your custom object. Relationship fields define the 
relationship between custom objects and standard objects. At least one relationship 
field is required.  

 
 

 



 

You can select multiple relationship fields for custom objects if you would like activity to 
be related to multiple objects. 

 
 

5. Once you’ve selected the appropriate relationship fields click the Add Object button to 
finish adding the custom object to Mixmax. 
 

6. Complete steps 2-5 for each custom object you would like to sync with Mixmax. 
 

Enabling Syncing to Custom Objects 
Mixmax Workspace admin, you can control if roles in your Workspace sync to Standard Objects 
or Custom Objects.  To adjust this for each role: 
 

1. Go to the Members and Billing page, select the Roles tab, then the Salesforce tab. 
 

2. Select Apply the settings below to all members with this role. This setting enables 
Mixmax administrators to control Salesforce settings for this role. 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling


 

 
 

3. Under Log these activities to Salesforce, select the types of activity you want to log 

 
 

4. Under Log to these related objects in Salesforce, select Custom Objects and place a 
checkmark next to the custom objects users with this role should log activities to. 

 



 

 
 

Note:  
● In order to see Salesforce updates on Custom Objects reflected in Mixmax in real-time, 

we recommend setting up Real-Time syncing for Custom Objects. 
● For troubleshooting tips on Salesforce Custom Objects, check out our Help Center 

article. 
 
Activities Mixmax can sync to Salesforce 
Mixmax can sync messages sent/received, logged calls, meetings booked, clicks, downloads 
and other tasks automatically to Salesforce. Here is a further breakdown on this object:  
 

● Email Activity 
Mixmax can sync any sent or received emails messages to leads or contacts that exist 
both in Mixmax and in Salesforce. You can choose to only sync emails sent inside of 
Mixmax or emails sent both inside and outside of the platform from Gmail. Workspace 
admins can also choose to track tracked links, downloads, and email opens for emails 
with tracking enables.  
 
You can read more about how to designate default Salesforce sync behavior in the Roles 
section of this document.  
 

● Phone Activity  

 

https://success.mixmax.com/article/370-enable-real-time-sync-on-custom-objects
https://success.mixmax.com/article/369-troubleshooting-salesforce-custom-objects
https://success.mixmax.com/article/369-troubleshooting-salesforce-custom-objects


 

When you log calls in Mixmax through the Mixmax dialer or a Mixmax call task, Mixmax 
can push the call activity to the activity object in Salesforce, along with custom fields 
including call duration, disposition, and notes.   
 

● Meeting Activity 
Google Calendar events (including meetings booked through Mixmax’s Calendar tools) 
that are associated with a Salesforce lead or contact will be logged as events in 
Salesforce and be added to individual users' Salesforce calendars. The synced event will 
be related to the corresponding Lead or Contact in Salesforce. 
 

● Tasks 
Mixmax Tasks that are marked ‘completed’ in Mixmax and associated with leads or 
contacts in Salesforce will sync to those leads/contacts in Salesforce. This includes 
tasks associated with the Mixmax Linkedin integration.  

 
Based on which events you select to sync to Salesforce in your CRM & Team Live Feed settings, 
you will see the following behavior for synced activities: 
 
For messages sent individually: 

● New messages are marked as "Sent (New): {subject line}" 
● Opens are marked as "Opened: {subject line}" 
● Clicks are marked as "Clicked: {subject line}" 
● Downloads are marked as "Downloaded: {subject line}" 
● Replies from recipients are marked as "Replied: {subject line}" 
● Replies you send to a chain are marked as "Sent (Reply): {subject line}" 
● Meeting confirmations are marked as "Meeting Confirmed: {Meeting title}" 

 
For messages sent as part of a Sequence: 

● New messages are marked as "Sent [Sequence name (# stage)]: {subject 
line}" 

● Opens are marked as "Opened [Sequence name (# stage)]: {subject line}" 
● Clicks are marked as "Clicked [Sequence name (# stage)]: {subject line}" 
● Downloads are marked as "Downloaded [Sequence name (# stage)]: {subject 

line}" 
● Replies from recipients are marked as "Replied [Sequence name (# stage)]: 

{subject line}" 
● Replies you send to a chain are marked as "Reply [Sequence name (# stage)]: 

{subject line} 
● Meeting confirmations are marked as "Meeting Confirmed: {subject line}" 

 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration


 

 
Tasks 
You can manage your tasks from the Task section of the Mixmax Dashboard. If you’re connected to 
Salesforce the To-do and Call tasks that you create, edit, and complete in Mixmax will sync to 
Salesforce.   
 
To enable syncing tasks to Salesforce, check the box next to Mixmax Tasks in your Salesforce Sync 
settings 
 
You can choose which fields will appear for each task type (to-do task or call task) in your Salesforce 
Field Settings by clicking on + Show another field 

 
 
Tasks can also be associated with a Contact or Lead in Salesforce.  

 
 
Tasks associated with a Contact or Lead will appear in the Activity section of the Contact or Lead in 
Salesforce. 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/tasks


 

 
 
 
Types of Tasks 
 

● To-Do tasks 
To-Do tasks are general to-do items that need action outside of Mixmax or Salesforce.  
This can be an offline action such as sending your client a thank you card, or taking an  
action in another application. 
 

● Call tasks 
Call tasks allow you to make calls and log them to Salesfroce using the Mixmax dialer.   
Learn more about Mixmax Calling here.  
 

● Email tasks 
Email tasks create a draft email in a task that you can send when you choose. Unlike  
other tasks, Email tasks will not be synced to Salesforce when the task is created.  
Instead, the Email task will be synced to Salesforce as a Sent event when you send the  
email. Clicking Send on an Email Task will mark it as completed in Mixmax.  
 

● LinkedIn Tasks 
If you are connected to LinkedIn Sales Navigator, you can create LinkedIn tasks in 
Sequences. There are two LinkedIn task options, In-Mail and Connection requests.  More 
information on LinkedIn tasks can be found in our LinkedIn Integration Overview. 

 
 
Creating Tasks 
 

● Dashboard 

 

https://success.mixmax.com/article/283-mixmax-calling
https://success.mixmax.com/article/311-linkedin-integration-overview


 

Tasks can be created directly from the Tasks dashboard in Mixmax. To create a new  
task, hover your mouse over the New Task button in Tasks dashboard, then select the  
type of task you would like to create. 

 
 

● Sidebar 
Tasks can be created inside Gmail using the Mixmax Sidebar.  To create a task inside  
Gmail, select the Tasks tab in the Sidebar. 

 
 

Next, hover your mouse over the Add New Task button and select the type of task you   
would like to create. 

 
 

● Sequence 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/tasks


 

You can create a sequence where one or more stages is a task. Tasks you complete in  
your sequence will be synced to Salesforce.  

 
To add a task as a follow-up stage, in the Then section of the sequence stage editor, use  
the dropdown to select which type of task you would like to create. You can specify  
whether the task should be a To-do task, Email task, LinkedIn task or a Phone call. This 
choice determines which fields you fill out when setting up the sequence stage. 

 
○ To-Do and Call Tasks in Sequences: 

For To-do and Call tasks, you can specify which fields appear in your CRM  
Settings page.  

 
If you choose a Phone task, you can make phone calls with Mixmax and the call  
information will be synced to Salesforce. If your sequence recipients' phone  
numbers are in Salesforce, you can use a variable to pull the phone number into  
the TO: field. 

  
Note: The default phone number variable in Salesforce varies depending on object  
type.  For Leads, Salesforce uses {{Phone}} by default.  For Contacts, Salesforce  
users {{Business Phone}} by default. 

 
 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration
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You can trigger the next sequence stages to occur when the tasks are completed  
or deferred, if they are not completed or deferred by the due date, or regardless.  

 
○ Email Tasks in Sequences: 

If you choose an Email task you will be able to draft the email that will be  
included in the task.  When your sequence reaches the Email Task stage a new  
task will be created in the Tasks dashboard. As mentioned above, Email tasks are  
not synced to Salesforce until the task has been completed and the email has  
been sent. When the email has been sent, it will be synced as a Sent event in  
Salesforce.  

 
 
You can trigger the next sequence stages to occur when the tasks are completed  
or deferred, if they are not completed or deferred by the due date, or regardless. If  
you choose to skip the task, the next stage of your sequence will be sent  
immediately.  
 
 

 



 

Configuring Mixmax Sidebar for Salesforce 
The Mixmax Gmail sidebar allows you to create, view and edit Salesforce records directly from 
within Gmail. Thanks to our bidirectional sync, any changes you make in the Sidebar show up in 
Salesforce, and vice versa. 
 
You can see the Salesforce Sidebar if you're on the  Growth or Enterprise plan. Click the Mixmax 
icon in the sidebar panel to expand the sidebar:  

 
 
If you're viewing an email from a person for whom you have a record in Salesforce, you can see 
and edit their record in the sidebar. If there is no record associated with that email address, you 
can create a record. Check out this video showing  how to create a contact in Salesforce.  

 

http://mixmax.com/pricing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cATNqYy1eQc&feature=emb_title


 

 
 
If a Salesforce record already exists, you can view and edit any field. You can also see the 
Activity History for each contact - so you'll have context on the emails you've exchanged.  

 



 

 
 
Default fields for your Salesforce Sidebar 
You can specify which Salesforce fields appear in your sidebar: go to your CRMs & Live Feed 
page in your Settings, then click on + Show another field to add additional fields you’d like to 
see in the Sidebar 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration


 

 
 
Default fields for Workgroup 
If you're an Mixmax Workspace admin, you can control the default fields that are seen by the 
various roles in your Workspace.  
 
To adjust which fields are visible for each role, go to the Members and Billing page, select the 
Roles tab, then the Salesforce tab. Here you can add or remove fields that are visible in the 
Salesforce sidebar for each role.  

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/accountBilling


 

 
 
Check the Individuals in this role manage their own Salesforce settings box to allow members 
with this role to choose their own settings as described above. 
 
 
Rules + Automation 
You can use Mixmax to automate actions in Salesforce, or take actions in Mixmax based on 
Salesforce. Salesforce triggers and actions can be combined with other non-salesforce triggers 
and actions. Rules can be created for your personal account in the Rules dashboard, or MIxmax 
admins can create a rule for your entire workspace. More information on workspace rules can 
be found in Workspace Level Rules 
 
Every Mixmax rule follows the same pattern: 
➔ Trigger when something happens 
➔ Check that these Filter conditions have been met 
➔ If they have, perform this Action 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/rules/all
https://success.mixmax.com/article/290-organization-level-rules


 

 
 
Rule triggers, filters, and actions can be mixed and matched to best suit your workflow.  You will 
only be presented with options compatible with each other.  
 
 
Salesforce Rule Triggers 
The rule trigger is the action that will start the rule. Mixmax can trigger rules based on the 
following Salesforce objects: 

● Leads 
● Contacts 
● Opportunities 
● Accounts 
● Tasks 

Rules can trigger based on when a new record is created, when a record is updated, or based on 
a date field on a record.  
 
Salesforce triggers activate when a change in Salesforce is synced to Mixmax. Depending on 
your Syncing Method, it can take up to 30 minutes from the time a change is made in Salesforce 
to when your rule triggers. Enabling the Salesforce Real-Time Sync could help your Salesforce 
rules trigger sooner 

 



 

 
 
 
Salesforce Rule Filters 
Filters are optional conditions that the Rule needs to meet, or not meet, in order to continue. The 
available filters will vary based on your rule Trigger.   
 

● Salesforce filters can: 
○ Filter based on the content of a Salesforce field 
○ Based on Time of Day 
○ Limit the rule to only trigger on records you own or create 
○ Limit to only trigger on newly created records 

 
● Here are some protips to help you get the most out of your Salesforce filters: 

○ Use Salesforce field filters to only trigger your rule when a 
Lead/Contact/Opportunity/Account meets specific conditions.  

○ It’s often helpful to filter only records that you own using the owned by me filter, 
and to filter only updates that you made by adding the created or updated by me 
filter. 

○ If you’re using a is created or updated trigger, you can use the Only created filter 
to only trigger on newly created records. 

○ Check out our help article for more details on advanced rule filter logic.  

 

https://success.mixmax.com/article/191-rules#advanced


 

 
 
Salesforce Rule Actions 
Rule actions are what happens when your trigger and conditions are met. actions are displayed 
in categories.  You will only be shown options that are compatible with your current triggers and 
filters. 
 
Salesforce actions you can take in Mixmax include creating or updating Salesforce records. 
You can also take non-salesforce actions, such as adding to a sequence and more.  

 
 
Monitoring + Testing Automation 
Rule activity can be monitored on the activity tab of individual rules 

 



 

 
 
The activity log shows the following types of activities: 

● Passed - The means your rule successfully triggered and the action was successfully 
taken 

● Filtered - This means that your trigger what met, however the rule did not pass the filters 
you set up on the filter step.  Clicking on the filtered event will provide more information 
why it was filtered.  

● Error - This means there was a problem activating your rule. Clicking on the error event 
will provide you with more details on what the problem is. 

 
When testing rules, we recommend setting up your rules one at a time, and making sure your 
rule works as you expect before adding additional rules.  
 
 
Special cases 
Rules that trigger on when a record updates, then an action that updates the same record  - 
These rules are prone to causing infinite loops since the Action is the same as the Trigger.   
 

● The best way to prevent this is to add an additional filter that prevents the rule from 
triggering if it has already been triggered once before. For example if you have a rule that 
triggers when a lead is updated, and the action is to update a lead, add a filter on the 
update your action takes.  
 

● Creating a Rule with a Salesforce Lead Owner - Salesforce does not index the Lead 
Owner by name; instead, it uses the Salesforce User ID. To set up this rule, you'll need to 
find your Salesforce User ID. Check out our help article to learn more.  

 
● Opportunities - if the action involves an email (like ‘add them to a sequence’) we use the 

email of the Opportunity’s primary contact (it’ll have a box checked under the ‘Primary’ 
column under the opportunity). 

 

 

https://success.mixmax.com/article/226-creating-a-rule-with-a-salesforce-lead-owner


 

 
 

Additional Resources 
 
Troubleshooting guide 
 
I’m unable to connect to salesforce 

1. Make sure your Salesforce plan includes API access - Salesforce Enterprise and 
Unlimited editions automatically have API access. API access can be added to the Group 
and Professional editions (there may be an additional fee). Force.com plans do not 
include API access. 

2. Make sure your Salesforce account has the API access permission enabled - This 
setting needs to be enabled by a Salesforce administrator. 

 
 
My emails aren’t syncing to Salesforce 

1. Check that you are connected to Salesforce - Go to the Integrations page in your 
Settings, and check to see that you're connected to Salesforce. Click “Connect to 
Salesforce” and enter your Salesforce credentials: email and password. 

 
 

2. Check your sync settings - Check to see which events you are logging to Salesforce. 
These settings can be found in Settings > CRM and Live Feed. You can log sent emails, 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/integrations


 

opens, clicks, downloads, replies, and meeting confirmations.  

 
 

3. Check your exclusion settings - Excluded emails and domains will not be synced to 
Salesforce.  You can find your exclusion settings in your Mixmax Settings, under CRM 
and Live Feed. 

 
 

4. Make sure a contact or lead with the same email address as your recipient exists in 
Salesforce - Mixmax can only sync emails to a lead or contact if a record with the same 
email address is in Salesforce. 

 
 

5. Make sure newly created Contacts/Leads are synced to Mixmax - By default Mixmax 
syncs to Salesforce every 30 minutes. Mixmax can only sync events to Salesforce 
records that have been synced to Mixmax. You can use real-time syncing to reduce the 
time it takes to sync to Mixmax.  
 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration
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6. Check the Mixmax Salesforce sync log - You can view a complete log of our activity 
syncing to Salesforce in the CRM and Live feed Settings page if you click “View activity 
log.” 

 
 
This log shows details of each event synced and will provide you with the reason why an 
event was filtered or if there was an error.  
 

 
I’m getting an error saying my recipients are missing an email address 

1. Make sure your Salesforce record has an email address associated with it. 

 
 

2. Make sure the email field in Salesforce is labeled as “Email” -  Mixmax does not accept 
email address fields with other names, such as “Email address”, “E-Mail” or “Preferred 
email” 

 
3. Make sure newly created Contacts/Leads are synced to Mixmax - By default Mixmax 

syncs to Salesforce every 30 minutes. Mixmax can only sync events to Salesforce 
records that have been synced to Mixmax. You can use real-time syncing to reduce the 
time it takes to sync to Mixmax.  

 
 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration


 

My Salesforce rule didn’t trigger 
1. For rules that use a Salesforce trigger consider sync times - By default, Mixmax syncs to 

Salesforce every 30 minutes. This means it can take up to 30 minutes from the time you 
take an action in Salesforce to when your Mixmax rule triggers.  
 

2. Check the Activity log for your rule - The rule activity log will show all Passed, filtered, 
and Error events. You can click individual events to learn more about why it was Filtered 
and Errored.  

 
 
 
My Mixmax meeting didn’t sync to Salesforce calendar 

1. Make sure logging Meeting Confirmed acticities is enabled - This setting can be found 
on the CRM and Live Feed settings page. 

 
2. Check the calendar that your event is booked on -  Mixmax only syncs events that are 

booked on your primary calendar in Google calendar. This is the calendar associated 
with the Google account used to sign into Mixmax. 
 

3. Are you the event organizer - Mixmax only syncs events where you are the event 
organizer.  This prevents duplicate events from syncing if multiple team members are in 
the same meeting.  
 

4. How long ago was this event booked or updated - Changes in Google Calendar will be 
reflected in Salesforce up to 40 minutes after they occur. 

 
 
Fields are missing in the Salesforce Sidebar 

1. Check enabled fields in your settings - The fields available in the sidebar are configured 
for each object type in your Mixmax CRM and Live Feed settings.   

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration
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2. When was the field created - New fields are synced to Mixmax daily.  If a change was 
made in Salesforce, you can manually re-sync available fields using the “Update 
Salesforce Fields” button on the CRM and Live Feed settings.   

 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration


 

 
 
Leads/Accounts created in Mixmax are being reassigned in Salesforce 
This is likely related to an assignment rule setup in Salesforce.  You can ignore assignment 
rules for created/updated records in Mixmax by unchecking “Run default assignment rule when 
leads or accounts are created or updated” in your CRM and Live Feed settings. 

 
 
I’m unable to see my Salesforce settings in my CRM and Live Feed page, what 
does this mean? 
Roles allow Mixmax administrators to set organization wide rule policies.  If you’re not able to 
see your Salesforce settings in your CRM & Live Feed settings, you should reach out to your 
Mixmax administrator to make changes to your settings.  
 
 
How do I get more help? 
Send us an email - success@mixmax.com 
 

Webinar info 
For basic Mixmax onboarding and feature introductions, workspace admins can invite their 
users to attend a Mixmax webinar. Webinars are hosted by the Mixmax Client Success Team 
bi-weekly and last about an hour.  

 
● Sign up here to join a Mixmax training webinar! 

 

Example of automation 
Workspace admins with Enterprise Licenses can set up Mixmax Rules to create automation 
around their organization’s workflows.  
 
Here are some examples of common automation workflows broken down by customer vertical:  

 
For sales teams: 

● Ensure your CRM data is accurate and eliminate data entry by updating SFDC contact or 
lead statuses when: 

○ Someone confirms a meeting with a user 
○ Someone is placed in your outbound sequence 

 

https://app.mixmax.com/dashboard/settings/crm-integration
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○ Someone votes in your Mixmax poll question or clicks your call to action button 
○ Someone asks to unsubscribe 
○ Someone moved through all stage of your sequence 
○ Someone sends you bounce notification 

 
■ Save time and ensure your prospect is receiving the correct information 

by placing or removing someone from a sequence when: 
● A new contact/lead is created in Salesforce 
● The contact/lead status changes in Salesforce 
● They complete all stages of a previous sequence 
● They respond to your Mixmax poll question or call to 

action button  
 

For client success teams: 
● Save time and automate customer engagement by placing or removing someone from a 

sequence when: 
○ A new Decision Maker is identified in Salesforce  
○ My renewal is marked as Closed Won 

 
■ When a custer is a specific number of days away from renewal: 

● Automatically send your renewal sequence  
● Notify the account owner in Slack 
● Create a Salesforce task to call the customer 

 
■ Update the status of a renewal opportunity when: 

● Someone confirmed a renewal call 
● Someone receives all stages of my renewal outreach 
● Someone votes in my mixmax customer satisfaction or 

renewal poll 
 

■ Notify Slack with good news when: 
● A renewal Docusing is signed 
● An opportunity is marked as closed won 

 
 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Is there a log of what did (and didn’t) sync? 
Yes! You can view a complete log of our activity syncing under your Salesforce API usage page 
under View activity log.  

 



 

 
 
Users can access their individual Salesforce Activity log from the CRMs & Live Feed. 
 
If you’re an admin, you can access your Roles’ Activity Log from the Salesforce tab in the Roles 
settings page under Members & Billing. 
 
Not only do we show the number of synced, ignored, and errored events, but we also give 
specific details about the event itself and any errors if you click View activity log. 
 
How do we handle errors in syncing? 
We do our best to gracefully handle errors when logging Salesforce activity. In case there are 
non-permanent errors, we retry syncing activity multiple times before permanently failing and 
logging the errors in the Activity log on the Salesforce Sync Settings 
 
What if there is a validation rule on Task Subjects? 
You can update Task subjects to allow Mixmax-generated subject lines that match the following 
regex (more details about how Mixmax events are named in Syncing to Salesforce): 
 

(Sent|Opened|Clicked|Downloaded|Replied|Meeting 

Confirmed|Reply) ?(\(.*\)?|\[.*\])?:.* 

 
Then use the Salesforce REGEX() function. 
 
Do calendar events booked without Mixmax get synced? 
Yes. Any meetings created on the user’s primary Google Calendar will be synced to Salesforce. 
 
Do we sync to converted Leads? 
No. Once a Lead is converted, we sync to the resulting Contact (if it exists). 
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What makes a field “required” in the Mixmax Sidebar or the Salesforce 
Auto-create menu? 
We determine if a field is required by looking at the salesforce Object Layout for a given object. 
These are required fields for the entire Salesforce instance, not just one “view.” Most users get 
this confused in 1 of 2 ways: 

1. The field shows as required when creating or updating an Object in salesforce. 
a. When creating or updating an object, Salesforce uses a View Layout not an 

Object Layout to determine whether a field is required. View Layouts can be 
different for different users which is why we don’t use them by default.  

2. The field has a validation rule that requires it when another field is provided. 
a. Unfortunately since these rules apply after we send data to Salesforce, we don’t 

have a way to show them in the UI at the moment and can only show errors after 
saving data. Always feel free to reach out to support@mixmax.com for 
assistance. 

 
What happens when duplicate records of the same email value are merged? 
When merging duplicate records with the same email value, what reflects in Mixmax will depend 
on which record was kept as Master Record when merging in Salesforce: 
 

● If the old record (the one that Mixmax sees as existing) is kept as Master Record, then 
nothing changes on our end, except for fields that were updated from the merge. Those 
fields will simply update in Mixmax for that record as normal 

● If the new record (the one that does not exist yet in Mixmax) is set as Master Record, 
then after the merge, that record will sync to Mixmax as a new record that we start 
referring to. Since the email value is the same, as far as Mixmax is concerned, this is the 
only record that exists with this email address. 

 
How often are deleted records synced? 
Record deletions are synced to Mixmax on a weekly basis. 
 
 

Support and Help Desk 
Workspace administrators who are working through Salesforce integration set up are welcome 
to reach out to our support team any time at support@mixmax.com.  
 
To move your support requests forward in the most efficient way possible, please include the 
following initial information for troubleshooting: 
 

● A detailed description of the issues you’re encountering, including the objects, fields, and 
Mixmax features involved 

● A screenshot of any error codes you encountered/occurrences of the issue (bonus 
points for video screen captures) 
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● A specific instance of the the issue you’re encountering, specific examples allow us to 
dig into the details of what happened 

 
Our support team operates from 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM PST, Monday - Friday.  
 

 


